### Suggested Gradual Release
#### Multiple Subject Credential Candidates
#### 2016-2017 Calendar
#### 2nd placement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Possible gradual release of responsibility schedule</th>
<th>Calendar Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>*Observe teaching and take notes on what and how your Cooperating Teacher (CT) is teaching and establishing routines</td>
<td>MLK holiday</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 2    | **Discuss class assignments**  
  *Observe teaching and take notes  
  *Actively interact with students and participate in routines**                                                   |                |
| 3    | *Teach/lead a routine activity  
  Continue to observe and interact with students throughout entire placement*                                      |                |
| 4    | *Plan and teach a whole group or small group lesson 2x during week  
  Lesson plans are to be reviewed with CT a day or more prior to teaching the lesson(s)*                           |                |
| 5    | *Plan and teach a whole group 2x during week  
  *Plan and teach a small group daily*                                                                               |                |
| 6    | *Plan and teach a whole group lesson daily in one subject area (take responsibility for the subject area including assessment)  
  *Plan and teach a small group daily*                                                                               |                |
| 7    | *Plan and teach a whole group lesson daily in one subject area (take responsibility for the subject area including assessment)  
  *Plan and teach a small group daily*                                                                               |                |
| 8    | *Plan and teach a whole group lesson daily in one subject area (take responsibility for the subject area including assessment)  
  *Plan and teach a small group daily*                                                                               |                |
| 9    | *Plan and teach a whole group lesson daily in 2 subject area (take responsibility for the subject area including assessment)  
  *Plan and teach a small group daily*                                                                               |                |
| 10   | *Plan and teach a whole group lesson daily in 2 subject area (take responsibility for the subject area including assessment)  
  *Plan and teach a whole group lesson 2x in a different subject area than above  
  *Plan and teach a small group daily*                                                                               |                |
| 11   | *Plan and teach a whole group lesson daily in 2 subject area (take responsibility for the subject area including assessment)  
  *Plan and teach a whole group lesson 2x in a different subject area than above*                                    |                |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Plan and teach activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 12  | *Plan and teach a small group daily  
**Spring Break (around this date...every district varies, so switch accordingly)** |
| 13  | *Plan and teach a whole group lesson daily in 3 subject areas (take responsibility for the subject area including assessment)  
*Plan and teach a small group daily |
| 14  | *Plan and teach a whole group lesson daily in 3 subject areas (take responsibility for the subject area including assessment)  
*Plan and teach a small group daily |
| 15  | *Plan and teach a whole group lesson daily in all subject areas (take responsibility for the subject area including assessment)  
*Plan and teach a small group daily |
| 16  | *Plan and teach a whole group lesson daily in all subject areas (take responsibility for the subject area including assessment)  
*Plan and teach a small group daily |
| 17  | Possible SOLO WEEK/3 Way Conference |
| 18  | Possible SOLO WEEK/3 Way Conference |
| 19  | Possible SOLO WEEK/3 Way Conference |
| 20  | **5/28 Memorial Day holiday** |
| 21  | *Continue to teach in placement classroom using what you learned during solo week!  
*Observe in other classrooms  
*Celebrate your growth as a teacher  
**Last Day of School (around this date...every district varies, so switch accordingly)** |